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NEW QUESTION: 1

The eftoutinterface writes to a file in which directory.
A. IQ_SWIFTIN_FOLDER
B. IQ_EFT_IN_FOLDER
C. IQ_EFT_OUT_FOLDER
D. IQ_SWIFTOUT_FOLDER
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When you use a connection profile and the SASSEC_LOCAL_PW_SAVE
option is set to Y, which pieces of information is it possible
to save?
A. User ID and Password
B. Password
C. No information can be saved
D. User ID
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An order uses quote and order functionality in Dynamics 365 for
Sales. Multiple quotes may be provided to customers at one
time. Quotes are revised often.
You need to create a process that meets the following
requirements:
* Create an order from a quote.
* Close the associated opportunity as won.
* Update the actual values to reflect values from the quote.
Which two opportunities can you close as won? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE:Eachcorrect selection is worth one point.
A. The opportunity has other quotes in the revised status
reason.
B. The opportunity has other quotes in the active status.
C. The opportunity has other quotes in the won status.
D. The opportunity has other quotes in the draft status.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
- If there is any draft or active quote associated with
opportunity and you close the opportunity as won then the below
error message is display in alert: "Opportunity cannot be
closed There are still active or draft quotes associated with
this opportunity. These must be closed before the opportunity
can be closed. If you contact support, please provide the
technical details.
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